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GXV-3000 Release Notes 

Updated March 23, 2007 
 
 
Please be advised the 1.0.1.x firmware can NOT be downgraded to 
previous 1.0.0.x firmware once the phone upgraded.  
 

 
Release 1.0.1.7  March 23, 2007 
Bug Fixes: 

 Upgraded boot loader to 1.0.0.18. 
 Added the dial plan support. 
 Added the support for daylight saving time rule. 
 Optimized OSD text display. 

--- 
 Resolve I2C lock issue 

 
Release 1.0.1.5  March 9, 2007 
Bug Fixes: 

 Fixed invalid VLAN tagged ARP response. 
 H.264 video quality enhancement. 
 Fixed attended transfer will fail (as transferee) if Contact header come after Refer header in the 

REFER request. 
 Added the configuration for screen saver refresh interval. 

New Features: 
 Revised Key Pad configuration and added the configuration for PPPoE. 
 Added Key Pad configuration to reset VLAN. 
 Added Key Pad configuration for auto answer. 

--- 

 Fixed green bar caused by new scaling algorithm. 
 Fixed video delay and freeze in H.263. 

--- 
 Fixed memory overwrites when processing H.264 sequence parameter. 
 Added the use of right arrow key as short-cut for missed call window. 

--- 
 Fixed G.726 vocoder turns LED 2 on and off. 
 Fixed screen saver image.bin download does not work. 
 Fixed a typo in camera exposure setting web page. 
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Release 1.0.0.51  February 12, 2007 
Bug Fixes: 

 Added the support for H.263 video codec. 
 Added config server and firmware postfix/prefix support  
 Added separate screen saver download. 
 Fixed GXV-3000 included Contact header in 2xx responses to CANCEL  
 Reset the decoder buffer during call start up. 
 Added "Check New Firmware only when F/W pre/suffix changes" option. 
 Ported XML phone book support from GXP-2000 to GXV-3000. 
 Added the support for PIP window in four corners. 
 Fixed account display consistency in phone book. 
 Fixed GXV-3000 times out first DHCP DISCOVERY too quickly. 
 Fixed GXV-3000 freezes if the domain in WWW-Authenticate contains semicolon. 
 Fixed we cannot handle TFTP server correctly with DHCP option 66. 

 
Notes: 

 The application firmware filename is changed from gxv3000.bin to gxv3000a.bin.  
 Load64.bin is updated to 1.0.0.6 for the firmware filename change and size expansion. 

 
 

Release 1.0.0.47  January 15, 2007 
Bug Fixes: 

 Fixed call-waiting status window problem. 
 Fixed H.264 RTP marker bit may be set incorrectly under certain conditions. 
 Reduced TX MIC gain to improve audio quality. 
 Fixed erroneous timer in firmware upgrade. 
 Fixed memory overwrites when encoding ‘#’ character. 
 Fixed corrupted HTML page when post on a timed out web session. 
 Improved AEC to reduce hissing noise in handset. 
 Added the support to toggle remote and local video on big and small window. 
 Added the option to set no STUN but send keep-alive packet. 

--- 
 H.264 image quality improvements. 
 Fixed we stop video stream when the audio is muted. 
 Fixed crashing AEC problem when toggling between handset, headset and speaker. 
 Fixed inconsistent default values on the web page. 
 Improved error resilience against bad image.bin. The device will auto reboot when bad image.bin 

is detected and the screen saver will be disabled. 
 Updated copyright notice to 2007. 
 Updated boot loader 1.0.0.16. 

--- 

 Broadsoft R14 ready release. Fixed all known Broadsoft certification issues. 
 Added CPT support for GXV. 
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 Fixed call status window clean up problems. 
 Reduced the video flash effect caused by IDR frames. 

--- 
 Fixed the phone book writing to flash size calculation issue. 

--- 

 Fixed the device would not register under Broadsoft mode when the proxy server was in IP form. 
 Disabled the picture fast update request at the start of the video call as some servers (e.g. 

Broadsoft) did not forward in-dialog SIP INFO. 
 Fixed in-dialog request routing when route set was empty. 

--- 

 Changed default Layer 3 QoS to 0. 
 
 

Release 1.0.0.37  November 14, 2006 
Bug Fixes: 

 Added the support to decode FU-A type of H.264 packets. As the result, the packetization-mode 
in SDP changed from 0 to 1. 

 Added the SIP INFO request for H.264 IDR at the beginning of a video call per 
http://tools.ietf.org/wg/mmusic/draft-levin-mmusic-xml-media-control-07. 

 Added G.726-32 voice codec support. 
 Added support for challenging Broadsoft remote-reboot NOTIFY (replies "401 Unauthorized" 

with WWW-Authenticate header).  
 Fixed we did not use the same Authorization credential in ACK as in INVITE. 
 Fixed we do not follow Retry-After as indicated in 500/503 for REGISTER. 
 Fixed we respond to incoming non-INVITE requests with incorrect account when talking on a 

different account. 
 Added under Broadsoft mode, register delay after 403 changed to 20 minutes (otherwise 60 

minutes). 
 Added DHCP option 61 (client identifier) and removed DHCP option 57 (maximum DHCP 

message size). 
 Fixed a potential DNS SRV priority handling bug. 
 Added Broadsoft Redundancy Support. 
 Added option to disable call-waiting tone. 

--- 

 Released load64 1.0.0.5.  
 Fixed the H.264 decoder crash problem caused by packet loss or delay. 
 Improved video quality in case of packet loss. 
 Fixed SYSLOG error/warning code always display second digit as 0. 
 Added the support for “Refer-To Uses Target Contact” option. 
 Fixed an error when parsing event header 
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 Changed video jitter buffer to drop out of sequence late packets. 
 Added the support for font color (P value 930, 931 and 932). 

--- 

 Fixed the interoperability issues with Broadsoft R14. 
 Fixed the interoperability issues with Cisco Call Manager 5.0. 
 Fixed unreliable HTTP upgrade issue caused by incorrect TCP out-of-sequence packet handling. 
 Fixed the problem parsing expires header. 

--- 
 Fixed the bug where ptime for G.729 was incorrectly set to 0. 
 Fixed the bug where maddr attribute in contact header was ignored. 
 Fixed frame rate calculation bug on re-INVITE. 
 Added the support for separate audio and video RTP destination. 
 Fixed the mis-handling of hold and mute. 

 
Notes on hold and mute: 
With GXV-3000 architecture, mute and hold cannot be cascaded together.  
Current expect behavior is: if a line is on mute, the mute will be off when it is put on hold. If a line is 
on hold, putting it on mute has no effect. 
 

Release 1.0.0.33  September 1, 2006 
Bug Fixes: 

 Removed speaker AGC pre-scaling; decreased speaker analog gain by 1.5 dB. 
 Disabled screen saver on next reboot if invalid image.bin is loaded.  

--- 

 Fixed handset and headset volume display issue. 
 Incorporated latest audio performance enhancements.  
 Added video conferencing feature. 

 
How it works: 
The conference can be established as usual using the CONF key. After the conference is 
established, the conference owner can toggle the video stream from other 2 parties by pressing 
CONF key. The 2 conference attendees can see video streams from the conference owner only. 

--- 

 Let LCD display white color when LCD backlight is off.  
 Various audio performance enhancements: 

Audio improvement changes as following: 
 Reduced speaker AGC pre-scale by 6 dB to stop clipping 
 Added volume flash save to be scheduled in background so flash operation is not audible 
 Added speaker AGC support for call waiting tone 
 Updated AEC NLP thresh 
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---  
 Updated H.264 encoder to increase the quantization level to reduce the video refresh effect after 

IDR. 
 Disallow illegal values for firmware upgrade interval. 
 Added the work-around to make Eyebeam display full screen coming out of hold. 
 Fixed H.264 decoder crash issue when certain packets are lost. 
 Fixed I2C deadlock when processing re-INVITE. 
 Solved LCD GUI error when changing camera exposure mode. 
 Reset frame number to 0 after IDR frame. 
 Removed Grandstream logo during boot up. 
 New boot loader 1.0.0.13 to support ATE environment for manufacturing. 
 Attempted to fix H.264 crashing problem when first several packets are missing. This does not 

complete solve the problem but hopefully the chance to crash is reduced. 
 Added more levels for camera exposure setting. 
 Added the support for video surveillance.  

 

Release 1.0.0.27  June 29, 2006 
Bug Fixes: 

 Fixed losing audio issue during call-waiting. 
 Fixed small config file download problem. 
 Fixed Music Ring Tone only played half length. 
 Fixed Speakerphone mic voice is lost/low on far-end. 
 Fixed GS do not include Contact header in 180. 
 Fixed GS do not use new branch for PRACK request. 
 Fixed GS do not affix To-tag for PRACK request. 
 Fixed Detect Headset insertion during call. 
 Fixed SIP NOTIFY to event REFER violating RFC 3515. 
 Fixed Ringer disappears after ringer volume adjust when in ringing state. 
 Fixed Call Waiting tone sometimes has background noise. 
 Fixed Periodic click in speakerphone dial tone. 
 Fixed Audio volume changes suddenly. 
 Fixed Crash when simultaneous g723/g729 used in conference call. 
 Fixed Port http 1st packet < 512 byte fix from c55. 
 Fixed Ring volume is too loud. 
 Fixed losing video after RE-INVITE. 
 Added support for concurrent DTMF delivery methods. 


